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Similar Frequency 48

Introduction 49
Originally used in the fluid mechanics field, the concept of dynamic similarity enables 50 two different-sized systems to be considered as scaled models by setting them in equivalent 51 experimental conditions. It suggests that when two systems are dynamically similar, one 52 could be identical to the other by multiplying (i) all lengths (L dimension) by one scale factor 53 C L , (ii) all masses (M dimension) by another scale factor C M , and (iii) all times (T dimension) 54 by a third scale factor C T . Furthermore, scale factor for all other mechanical parameters 55 depending on the three preceding dimensions, such as speed, force, and impulse, can be 56 computed from C L , C M , and C T . The concept was originally applied in fluid mechanics, and 57 more recently in biology, ecology, and biomechanics considering that, if isometric, a small 58 subject is a scaled model of a tall one. This concept has also been applied to compare 59 locomotion between different species (Alexander, 1989 between animals and humans as it takes into account an elastic component and modelizes the 64 rebound occurring during jumping and running (Alexander, 1989) . It consists in a body mass 65 represented at the Centre of Mass (CoM) oscillating at the end of a massless spring. This 66 model is commonly used to represent the CoM mechanical behavior of human running 67 (Blickhan, 1989; Mcmahon and Cheng, 1990) . Its kinematic depends on seven physical 68 variables: gravity (g), mass (m), stiffness (k), initial spring length (l 0 ), initial spring angle 69 (θ 0 ), initial landing velocity (v 0 ), and the angle of the initial landing velocity (β 0 ). 70
An approach to compare similar locomotion and to ensure dynamic similarity between 71 specimens is based on the dimensionless approach focusing on locomotion models like 72 SMM. Part of this approach rests in the π theorem stated by Buckingham (Buckingham, 73 1914) . It reduces the number of variables by considering dimensionless numbers computed 74 from the characteristic variables of a specific problem. This theorem states that a physical 75 equation using N P physical variables, that are dependant of N D base dimensions, necessitates 76 N P -N D dimensionless numbers (π) to describe the mechanical behavior of a system. Applying 77 the π theorem to the SMM, the seven aforementioned physical variables (N P = 7) are 78 dependent on three base dimensions (N D = 3), L (m), M (kg), and T (s). Thus, four 79 dimensionless numbers are necessary to completely describe the movement of both systems. 80
These four dimensionless numbers given by the theorem come from the seven physical 81 variables as presented in table 1. Each of them can be expressed in terms of Nfr or Str. 82
Consequently, the four dimensionless numbers are Str, Nfr, β 0 , and θ 0 (Tab 1). Nfr (v 0 2 / gl 0 ) 83 is the Froude number representing the dimensionless speed and Str (fl 0 / v 0 ) is the Strouhal 84 number corresponding to the dimensionless oscillatory frequency, i.e. the dimensionless form 85 of the step frequency f ( = / ). The SMM modelizes the behavior of the CoM. To be in 86 accordance with the fundamental physic principle, the Nfr and Str computation should take 87 the position of the CoM into account rather than the leg length. This is why "l" refers to CoM 88 height. 89
Nfr and Str dimensionless numbers have been used to determine experimental running 90 conditions. Delattre et al. (Delattre et al., 2009) showed that neither Nfr nor Str were 91 sufficient to characterize running mechanics or to establish inter-subject dynamic similarities, 92 but each leads its own contributions. Indeed, Nfr contributes to observe similarities of antero-93 posterior kinetic events while Str contributes to the temporal organization. Very recently, a 94 link has been highlighted between Nfr and Str during running (Villeger et al., 2012) . 95
According to Alexander (Alexander, 1989) , these authors suggested a concomitant use of 96 these dimensionless numbers for running gait. To this end, the Modela-r dimensionless 97 number has been developed from mechanical simulation of SMM (Delattre and Moretto, 98 Potential (E P ) Energies over Elastic Energy (E E ) with E K = 0.5mv 2 (m the mass, g the gravity, 100 and v the speed), E P = mgh (h the CoM height) and E E = 0.5k∆l 2 (k the stiffness and ∆l the 101 variation of spring length)(Eq. 1). The ratio (EK+EP)/EE would be theoretically constant for 102 a SMM and would correspond to a witness of the energy transfer at the CoM. As mentioned 103
by Wannop et Oxford, UK). After a familiarization period, the subjects had to perform three trials per 129 running test (Hamill and Mcniven, 1990) 
Experimental steps 135
The experimentation was separated into the three steps detailed below and in fig. 2 . 136
137
EC SPEED 138
The subjects performed six stages of running with speeds set at 1.67, 2.22, 2.78 during running were adapted. Indeed, eight parameters were studied aiming at reader 167 comprehension of the results (Fig. 3) . The different parameters are detailed in Fig. 3 legend. 168
The flexion extension angles at the ankle, the knee, and the hip were also considered 169 and expressed in radian to respect the international unity system and a dimensionless form. In 170 order to compare angle variability, the averaged cycle was normalized to 100 points wherein 171 each corresponded to a percentage of the cycle. 
Analysis to consider similarity 180
The similarity analysis was a two step procedure. The first step was based on the 181 correlation between the scale factors predicted from basis scale factors and measures. The 182 second step was to verify the decrease of variance of the dimensionless parameters. 183
Experimental setups that enable concomitantly the increase in the scale factors correlation 184 and the decrease in the variability will be considered as successful means to induce dynamic 185 similarity between different subjects. 186
A scale factor was a ratio of a mechanical parameter of one subject to another. With 187 19 subjects, 171 scale factors were built for each parameter. Basis scale factors (C L , C M and 188 C T ) were derived from the three basis dimensions of any system (length, mass and time, 189 respectively). C L was calculated by subject height ratios, predicted C M was computed from 190 C M = C L 3 because the subjects had theoretically the same density index, and predicted C T 191 depended on the experimental conditions. Predicted scale factors were developed from the 192 basis scale factors (Table 1) scale factor between two subjects S i and S j for the braking peak was 196
-2 whereas the measured scale factor was C BPF = BPF i / BPF j with 197 BPF the measured values. When for a given parameter all predicted scale factors equaled all 198 measured scale factors, it could be stated that the parameter was similar or proportional from 199 one subject to another. We reiterate that C L and C M (= CL 3 ) were given by anthropometry; 200 however, C T was dependent on experimental conditions and is presented thereafter. 201
202
EC SPEED 203
At constant speed k, the speed scale factor (table 2) between subjects (i and j) was 204 
Results 244
For kinetic parameter scale factors, two criteria were taken into account to determine 245 if one experimental condition produced more dynamic similarities than the others: first, the 246 numbers of parameters for which the measured and predicted scale factors were correlated 247 and non-statistically different from each other; then, the mean of the correlation value for 248 these parameters. The dynamic similarity results are presented below and in Fig. 4 
Discussion 264
This study aimed to ensure dynamic similarity between different-sized subjects using 265 a new dimensionless number, Modela-r. As a combination of Nfr and Str, Nmodela-r accounts 266 for the energy transfer at the CoM during running. 267
The increase of correlations between predicted and measured mechanical scale factors 268 associated with the decrease of the dimensionless parameter variability highlights the interest 269 of the association of Nfr and Str to induce dynamic similarity. In our study, EC MOD 
